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Diversions

Entertainment··

Sports

At Midnight Madness
anything can happen.

Casa de Colores elders
gathering celbrates
culture.
P. 4 & 5

Intramural veterans
battle it out.

P. 6 & 7

44th Year, No. 7
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New offerings from Gardener Merchants: $250 scholarships, all-you-can-eat buffet
Staff Reporter

After months of negotiations with
Gardner Merchants, the food service provider which manages the Snack Bar, an
agreement to provide reparations to students with more services has been
reached.

Today -The American Marketing Association will have a
guest speaker at noon in the
Business Building, Room 118.
David Pena, who works at the
World Trade Center, will discuss
how the Internet operates.
The Society for Human Resource Management will have a
fajita tac,:o sale from 11 a.m. to
I :30 p.m. at the University
Circle.
The lnlcrYaristy Christian
Fellowship wil l meet at noon in
UC 306.

Verbal changes in the food service contract in Fall 92 changed the pecifications
of the menu offered and quantity of food
served.
However, what is written in food service contract contradicts those
agreements.
"Ambiguity in the verbal agreements
has served to deter the issues regarding

-T'Z-'TII

Students considering the continuation of
their educational careers should look to
the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) for
a helpful hand. Tens of thousands are
available for students interested in pur uing master's or doctoral degrees in such
areas as nuclear engineering, applied
health physics, radioactive waste management and indu trial hygiene.
Graduate fellowship programs sponsored by DOE and administered by the
Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education provide full payment of tuition and
fees, monthly stipends, and the opportunity to gain practical experience at a DOE
laboratory. Awards vary spending on the
specific program and the degree being
pursued.
All programs require the submission of
a fellowship application and completion
of the Graduate Record Examination
(GRE). Students must have received their
undergraduate degrees in a science or engineering discipline by August I 996.
Selection is based on academic performance, recommendations, and a statement

Oct. 26-The University Republ ic,ms will meet al noon in
UC 306.
~
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State

-

In response to a request from
Gov. George W. Bush, the U.S.
Secretary of Agriculture has designated Cameron County as a
natural disaster area and has designated two contiguous disaster
counties. The declaration makes
those areas eligible for assistance
through the Consolidated Farm
Service Agency (CFSA). The
contiguous counties are: Hidalgo
and Willacy.
The designation allows familysize farm operators in both primary and contiguous counties e ligible to be considered for low-interest emergency loans from
CFSA. Each application is considered on its own merits, taking
into account the extent of losses,
security available, repayment
ability and other e li gibility requirements.

r

(IIJ) World
A bomb in Paris wounded 29
people during the morning rush
hour Tuesday morning. The
bomb exploded just a~ it passed
the Orsay Museum, in the c.entral part of Paris. Authorities
described the bomb as a steel
canister filled with explosives
and hex nuts . The bomb was
traced to Algerian insurgents.

See Committee, p. 2

of career goals by the applicant.
Fellowship applications are being taken
through Jan. 29. Awards will be announced in April 1996. For applications
or additional information, contact Tom
Richmond or Rose Etta Cox, ORISE Fellowship Programs, Oak Ridge Institute for
Science and Education, Science/Engineering Education Division, P.O. Box 117,
Oak Ridge, Tenn. 37831-0ll7, or call l800-569-7749 .
The Oak Ridge Institute for Science and
Education (ORISE) was established by
the U.S. Department of Energy to undertake national and international programs
in science and engineering education,
training and management systems, energy
and environment systems, and medical
sciences. ORISE and its programs are
operated by Oak Ridge Associated Universities (ORAU) through a management
and operating contract with the U.S. Department of Energy. Establi hed in 1946,
ORA U is a consortium of 88 colleges and
universities.

Water quality station
Spring registration begins shuts down
Julian Nino lays bricks to build a wall around a access ramp to
help UTPA comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).

Phone registration starts Oct. 23
from the advisement center. If they have
decided on a major, they can take their
materials to that department for adviseTelephone regi tration for spring clas e
ment.
at UTPA will be Oct. 23 through Nov. 24.
At advi ement, each tudent will receive
Class schedule are available in the Of- a Per_ onal Identification umber (PIN)
fice of Admi .. ions and also electronically that provides access to the telephone regon the UTPA gopher.
istration sy tern.
Academic advisement began Oct. 16
Payment of tuition and fee for teleand continues through Oct. 27. Student phone registration cla e i due Dec. 13.
must go through academic advisement at
There will be a telephone schedule
their major depa11ments. Fir t year fre h- change period Dec. 20 through Jan. 2, with
men, students who have not passed the payment forthe chedule change due Jan.
Texas Academic Skill Program (TASP) 3.
te ·t and students who are enrolled under
Arena regi tration will be Jan. 10 and
the new Provi ional Enrollment Program Jan . I 1. The application deadline for arena
are advised at the coun eling and advise- registration is ov. 13.
ment center.
Spring cla e. begin Monday. Jan. 15.
Students who have not declared a ma- For more information, call the Office of
jor may obtain their advisement material
Admis. ion at381-2206.

Kathy Clemente

Autopsy reports concluded
that Jordan West, age 5, died
following an implication with
air bag. His grandmother's car
bumpi.?d into a concrde planter
bo x in a parking lot, the dual air
bags inlbtc::d and twisted the
young boy's head.

An all-you-can-eat buffet will be offered once a week starting next Thursday.
If students prefer not to eat the buffet, limited offerings from the grill will be
available.
"It was requested and we are trying to
provide what the student want," Richard

The Pan American/Meredith Markham

Staff Reporter

Nation

the food service contract," Hector De
Leon, SGA senator and food committee
chair, said., "We are looking to work with
Gardner Merchants and the nniversity to
resolve these issues and better serve the
student ."
An all-you-can-eat buffet, two scholarships, and theme nights in the snack bar
are now being offered.

DOE offers graduate
fellowship awards
to students

Tuesday-lnterYarsity Christian Fellowship will have a
Bible study at noon in UC 306.

/
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Food Committee pushes for changes
Kathy Clemente

Information

P. 10

Oct. 16-27

important
Registration
Dates

Mandatory Academic Advisement

Oct. 23-Nov. 24 Telephone Registration by
appointment
Dec. 13
Payment due by 4:30p.m.
Dec. 15-Jan. 2

Drop/add by appointment
(Tentative dates computer system
may not be available Dec. 27-29)

For one year, environmental data was Pan American Coastal Studies Laboratory
collected every six minutes, 24 hours a on South Padre Island, was established to
day, and then the water quality monitor- monitor discharges of the Rio Grande and
ing station at the Arroyo Colorado was Arroyo Colorado on the Gulf of Mexico
decommissioned because of lack of fund- and Laguna Madre. Baseline data was coling in the Coastal Impact Monitoring Pro- lected for pollution levels in the Cameron
gram.
County coastal zone and for the installa"In an effort to continue monitoring, tion of the necessary computer and telemseveral state and federal agencies, as well etry equipment at the Coastal Studie
as environmental groups with interests in Laboratory through contracts with state
the Arroyo, were contacted for possible agencies and universities.
funding,"
Kelly
In addition to realHutchison of the
time,
remote monitoring
' ' So far no one has
Texas General Land
had resources to of water parameters,
Office coastal divispare for the weekly analyses of wasion said. "So far no
ter samples were done of
monitoring nitrates, nitrites, ammoone has had reources to spare for
effort."
nia, chlorophyl, phosthe monitoring efKelly Hutchison phates, suspended solids
fort."
Texas GLO-coastal div. a nd oxygen dema nd ·
According to Dr.
These capabilities were
ick Kraus, director of the Conrad lost with the decommissioning of the ArBlucher Institute for Surveying and Sci- royo Colorado station, which would cost
ence at Texas A&M University-Corpu about $3,500 a month to keep open. Only
Christi and principal investigator of the information on wind speed and water
project, the monitoring station has pro- depth, which is monitored at other stations
vided needed data in an area with chroni- in the area, will be gathered.
cally poor water quality. The decommi "l,put in a proposal to do it for another
sioned station was the only one to pro- year and give a more detailed study, but
vide continuous data including water with federal cuts they didn't have the
level, salinity, dissolved oxygen, pH, tur- money to fund it."
bidity, water temperature and current.
Since September, finding resources to
The Coastal Impact Monitoring Pro- help out with the project has not been an
gram, based at the University of Texas- easy task.
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tteq_t;q_,ca
would like to eat, the price range
they prefer and many other questions concerning the food service.
"I think we should conduct a survey annually so we can be updated
to what students prefer and think
about the buffet and also of the
food service," said Henry Oh, director of auxiliary services.

committee, from p. 1 -

Special events such as theme
nights for Halloween, Thanksgiving, Christmas, Valentine's and
Easter will be conducted.
Two scholarships for undergraduates who excel in their studies is also in the works.
The criteria for the scholarship
suggested a certain GPA average,

undergraduate, campus involvement. Two scholarships-one for
a female and t he other for a
male- will be offered.
The food committee will discuss many ideas and proposals in
a meeting at 3:30 p.m .. Oct. 26 in
the faculty lounge.

Saldana. food service director,
said. "We will try one day out of
the week and see how it goes. If
it doesn't go well, we will have to
kill it."
The buffet is mainly directed to
the dorm students. The buffet will
be on a trial basis to see if it wil l
work. The committee wants to
con~ider the all-you-can-eat buffet as criteria for the next food ser- 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I
WE CA HE LP YOU with your re- CRUISE SHIPS HIRING . Travel the Bidding proposals, plans and specifivice contract.
search
paper, resume, essays, and much world while earning an excellent income cations may be obtained at the pre"No doubt that the service promore. J.A.B. Typing Service, 584- in the Cruise Ship & Land-Tour industry. bidders' conference or by contacting
vided has improved since May but
3236 or 994-4294.
Seasonal & full-time employment avail- the district maintenance office at 210there are many other issues that
able. o exp necessary. for info. call !- 702-6132 in Pharr after the pre-bid
CONTRACT 0. 216XXM2008. 206-634-0468 ext. C58632.
conference date.
still need to be resolved." De Leon
Notice to contractors of Proposed work.
said. "The food committee has
CO TRACT O. 216XXM3005.
TheTexasDepartmentof MACINTOSH COMPUTER for sale.
been very active. We will remain : Transportation.District Office,600 Complete system including printer only Notice to contractors of proposed work.
The Texas Department of TransportaWest Expressway 83, Pharr, Texas, $499. Call Chris at 1-800-665-4392 ext.
that way and we will continue to
tion, District Office, 600 West Express9030.
will accept sealed bids for CLEA
defend the students."
way 83, Pharr, Texas, will accept sealed
AND SWEEP HIGHWAYS. Work
bids for NEW lNSTALLATIO OF
A survey will be conducted to
will be performed on US 83, Etc. in CO TRACT 0 . 216XXM7017. NoCONClUITESIDEWALKANDCO tici:
to
contractors
of
proposed
work.
The
Hidalgo, Etc. Co. (02). Bids will be
determine how students feel about
CRETE CURB . Work will be performed
receivednolaterthan5 :00p.m., 11/14/ Texas DepartmentofTransportation, Disthe food service at Gardner Meron FM 396 in HIDALGO CO. (06).
trict
Office,
600
West
Expressway
83,
95 and then publicly read at I :30 p.m.,
Bids will be received no later than 5:00
chant.
11/15/95. All prospective bidders are Pharr, Texas, will accept sealed bids for
p. m., 11/14/95 and then publicly read at
LANDSCAPE
AND
RETA
INING
The survey asks what students
encouraged to attend the pre-bidders'

CLASSIFIEDS

~Eud
TANNING SALON

I ----

Massage ·Beach Attire •Tanning Supplres

504 N. 10th St. B • McAllen
( behind Tokyo Sushi Bar)

conference which will be held at 1:30
p.m., 11/1/95 at the above mentioned
address. Bidding proposals, plans and
specifications may be obtained a the
pre-bidders' conference or by contacting the district maintenance office at
210-702-6132 in Pharr after the prebid conference date.

WALL. Work will be performed on US
83 in Hidalgo Co. (DIST OFC). Bids will
bereceivednolaterthan5:00p.m., 11/14/
95 and then publicly read at 10:30 a.m.,
11/15/95. All prospective bidders are
encouraged to attend the pre-bidders' conference which will be held at I0:30 a.m.,
11/1/95 at the above mentioned address.

682-2088

Break/ast • Lunch • Dinner

10% D iscount

with UTPA 1.0.
(Dine in or
Carry-out)

321 W. UNIV ERSITY DR.

EDINBURG

•

Experience

Lite, Lean, Healthy Cuisine
Soups, Salads, Sandwiches, and Lite Healthy Entrees

383-9066

Hours: 11 a. m. - 4 p.m.
(Old La Parrilla Restaurant Building)
1328 N. Closner (Bus. 281)
·
Edinburg

liocus o

Dec 2

~S*T.
g

10
l1
12
13

$3.50

•Small Classes
• er§ Ol\~,I AUention l.!S
t,Ful -lel\gthrAlctual Prggctic
S41T's ~.r.
t\Eff~ctive T-,,st TakingJ$Jra~gie.s m
:rhEt MQ.$1 l!J>•To-Dat Materjals1
royen l1esJ,1lts
®

a, .,-.,

-n,

UfPA Classes Forming Now f.or Dec 2' LSAJ.

fiI (:8QP-2REV#~ :

:: (Al

ei r&c~ ON

10% Discount with UTPA I.D.
Fresh Homemade Com & Rower Tortillas.

Mexican Food

Low Rates

<Che
G:R._tpe ® live

Lunch Express • Monday - Friday • 11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Plate lunch, tripas, mollejas, camitas, came guisada
a daily special• All lunches served with chips
& hot sauce.

fDEL TACO

•

Online Professiona l Services, Inc.

Mexican. "tood

(Fri & Sat)

Reports/Term Papers
Laser Printing
Typesetting
.
Notary and Fax Service

Professional Plaza,4305 North Tenth, Suite F
McAllen.Texas 78504 Phone: (210) 630-4858 Fax: (210) 630-5775

R-S$'tf.t1Rfi,W't

7A.M. -Midnight

•
•
•
•

OtherSeNicesAvailable
Confidential

lfto~'~

(Sun -Thurs)

,

• Resumes (Full Service)
• Cover Letters
• Application/Form Fill-In
• Transcription

Al

7A.M. -10 P.M.

Authentic

2:30 p.m., 11/15/95. All prospective
bidders are encouraged to attend the
pre-bidders, conference which will be
held at 2:30 p.m., 11/1/95 at the above
mentioned address. Bidding proposals,
plans and specifications may be obtained at the pre-bidders' conference or
by contacting the District Maintenance
Office at 210-702-6132 in Pharr after
the pre-bid conference date.
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WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE PAID TO STUDY?

'

~b,

Check out a new course offered by Alphal

~

filonsigmnent jalon

Pro-.1de Aasma to ean

extra cash crd save Ives,

REQUIREMENTS

HOURS:

Ai;Je: 18 lo 69

1) Need extra rroney
2) Wli'gneS5 to provede a

stud8n!ID.

C ' ~ get AIDS from

Weigl!: 110 lbs. rm.
Goodhealh

Tues - S at
10a.m. - 6p.m.
2214 N. Tenth St. • McAllen · 682-4940

11

911!'
1
1JOU'VE

HOURS
7days a W98k-8:nm - 4 p.m
PREREQUISITE

COURSE DESCRIPTION

FreOJaldy Pre-Owra! lm Wlw!i

;irodci tld olhels need
~) Kro.vte~ Iha! you

oorro

No tistOIY of Hepdttls

EXPECTED COURSE RESULTS
Extra rroney (LP to SlOOi'I 2w1csJ
Good grooes &Its sattractlon
or krowng that you her.ta prov1d9d
a proo.x:l lhal night help

kinko•s
thecopy center

==MENTS

Approldmafely two hous.
lwlceaweek

SOJealfe.

FIRST DONATION • $20 with student 1.0.
Up to $100 in just 2 weeks!

Bring your books to Alpha Plasma
and study while donating.
It's like being paid to studyl

ALPHA PLASMA CENTER • 102 s. 16th st.

•McAllen• 682-4159

HURRYI''

You know where
to call but do you have
the mobile phone to call with?

• Every Phone in Stock FREE!*
• NEC &Motorola Pagers FREE!*

• FREE Accessories!
'

J.¥ 1

ORTHOPAEDIC
INSTITUTE
Returning patients to their normal lifestyle quicker ...

with convenient day and night clinic hours
and same day surgery.
Call for an appointment.

MUZA~ HOURS: Mon - Fri 9:30 - 5:30 Sat 10:00 - 1:00

@
Southwestern Bell
Mobile Systems
Authorized Agent

®

CELLULAR PHONES: ONE OF LIFE'S NECESSITIES

Bill Snyder M .D.

O rthopaedic s'urgeon

Adult and Children Arthroscopic Surgery Reconstructive Surgery
Fracture Care Sports Medicine Athletic Injury
Joint Replacements On-The-Job Injuries 2nd Opinion Consultations X Ray

320 Lindberg Center, McAllen

Tel. 210. 686. 2669

CONVENIENT DAY AND NIGHT HOURS. CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT.

EDINBURG Echo Hotel Center 380-3000
BROWNSVILLE
305 Boca Chico Tower

544-3000

HARLINGEN
607 W Harrison

412-3000

WESLACO
617 S Texas

968-3000

McALLEN
1820N 10th

631-3000

'Certain terms and cond1t1ons apply. This offer expires October 31, 1995.

RIO GRANDE CITY
1300 WMain

487-8000
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CARNIVAL OF THE GREAT PUMPKIN

JQIN US FORFUN, FOOD,' GAMES, AND LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
Saturday,Oct. 28, 1995 • At the UT-Pan American Field H use• Fr m 7 p.m . t 11 p.m.
Sponsored by the University Program Board
Your Student service fees at work!!
Office of Student Development, Division of Student Affairs.
If Special accommodations are nece ary, plea e call the Student Activities Office at 381-3676
at least 5 days prior to the event so that appropriate arrangements can be made.
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RESTA URANT / ENTER TAIN MENT CENTE R
BahiaMar

UT-PfiN -fiM GitEEI< N IGi-iT
EVERY THURSD AY

·:1-i

Resort and
Conference Center

~

=

TONIGHT
GREEI< OLYMPIC COMPETITION
cl> K 0 • ~ Z · A. S. M. E. • P K T • 1: r A • II A E
It:

.

.rw ,~ -

FOR

NO COVE WIT OT·P N AM I.D.

SlOOO

ar E •TK E

0
0

••

IN CfiSH. PRIZES
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n
~

ALL YOU CAN EAT BUFFET AT 8 P.M.

.
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Nancy Moyer . ''Paths of Existence" CAS Art Gallery
. .
Oct. 22nd - Angela Chen, guest artist, piano Fine Art Auditormm • 3:00
p.m.

University jazz ensemble to perform swingin' tunes at state festival
Jason Gutierrez
Staff Reporter

The UTPA Jazz En!->emble has
been blowing away audiences
for year!>.
However, studenb and faculty
will have a chance to see the
ensemble perform ov. 7 at the
Fine Arh Auditorium under the
direction of Dr. Dean R. Canty.
The Jan Ensemble will also
perform at the Winter Concert
for the Texas Jau Festival in
Corpus Christi Nov. 12.
"The en-,emble has made a
strong impre<.,-,1on v. 1th audience<; with the Tcxa, Jan Fe,-

ti val and this year ~
consists of 17 members
they wil l co ntinue ~ - - ~ and plays everything
their performances on
) / from early age big band
campus and all over the state,"
to modern jazz favorites.
Canty said.
C
"The band has become
Accardi ng to Canty, the
/
versatile and we are hoping
Jazz Ensemble performed
C to expand our range but there
at the the 35th annual • C is so much talent that I really
Texas Jazz Festival. "We
1/JC
~ don't worry about imwowed them at the
proving our range," he
Texas Jazz Festival
C
•\ said.
and we've been inC
Victor Sanchez, sevi ted back to per- '- C ('
nior music education
form which is alLv .._
major, agreed with Canty conr'\
cerning the talent of the enways an indication
that you were well
semble.
received," Canty said.
"I always talk about Roberto
Canty said that the ensemble Pulido as being a prime ex-

t ,

ample of the kind of talent that
ha been in the ensemble,"
Sanchez aid.
Sanchez also said that he sees
several member having the talem and the potential to continue
with their careers.
"This is my fifth year in the
en emble and it means a lot to
me," he said.
Sanchez said that it is a real
honor and plea ure to be able to
play the type of music that i o
rare here in the Valley.
"The ensemble erves as my
getaway because there is no
placewhereyoucangoandplay
jazz, ·but here it is embraced,

which is a fantastic feeling," he
said.
Sanchez plans to teach music
at the high school or junior high
level upon graduation.
"I have learned so much by
being in the Jazz Ensemble, but
the most important aspect is
that I have learned how to be a
leader," he said.
Sanchez aid that he worked
hard to become the lead trumpet player and in his eyes that
determination ha taught him
quite a bit.
"I had to practice and set an
examplefortheotherplayersso
I could gain their re pect which

The ensemble
serves as my
getaway
be' 'cause there is
no place where
you can go and
play jazz, but
here it is embraced"
Victor Sanchez
Music senior

is something that I attribute to
Professor Canty," he said.
Sanchez said that he observed
Canty 's teaching techniques as
a base for the style of teaching
he will incorporate for his stu-,

See Jazz p. 5

Students celebrate indigenous heritage at gathering
Ray Quiroga
Staff Reporter

Ever since the European conquest of
this continent, there has been an attempt to suppress and nullify all indigenous traditions and cultures. To this
day, acknowledging and practicing the
ancient traditions is a stigma. Becau e
of this attitude, there is a sad need for
many people of indigenous heritage to
distance themselves from their people
and culture.
As Mexicans. there is a common
belief that the Mechica traditions and
people have died out. But for mo t of
us, all we need to do is look in the mirror to real izc that many of the physical traits that arc characteristics in
American Indians arc present in our
own race. Furthermore, many of our
traditions. habits. foods and words are
in fact purely Mexican, not Spani. h.
In fact , it may be ·urpri ing to find
that many of the outhwest Indigenou
cultures have their own similar variations of tacos, tamales, and other popular Mexican dishes.

• NC

So while the colonizing powspirituality involved.
ers attempted to extinguish the
"It has become a cultural
people and traditions that exevent, not the religion it should
isted on this continent, the inbe," Jose said. "We were
digenous just turned around
afraid that it would happen to
and incorporated some of the
the next generation if we did
Spanish ways into the
not do something about it."
tradicion such as the Spanish
The Ca a itself i a 102-yearlanguage and Christianity.
old mansion, surrounded by
Thus.the tradicion is still beacres of plantation and vegetaing practiced in many areas in
tion and the Sable Palms Sancthe continent and even here in
tuary. Renovated before the
the Valley.
group moved in, the mansion
In 1991 , with the economic
is now used for housing guests
support of an organization
and as the museum and recalled The Foundation For a
source center.
More Human Society, Jose and
After a Curandero (medicine
Elga Garza established a culman) told the Garza of a spiritural center in Brownsville
tual vision he had foreseen,
called Casa de Colore . The
Ca a de Colores realized that
Garzas have been involved in
it was time for them to e tabthe traditional Mechica dances
lish a conference. After months
(Danza ) for thirteen years.
The Pan American/Ray Quiroga
of preparation, Casa de Colores
" Our main goal i to work at Lee(Wallo) Garate, education sophomore, proudly hosted the first annual
maintaining our tradition ," performs the traditional Mechica dance.
Four Directions Youth and Elders
Jose said. " A lot of people in
Gathering this past weekend.
thi area have lo tit; I think it i due to
The Garza are also weary of groups The gathering's purpose was to unite
the colonization process."
that perform the Danza without any young and old so they could learn from

Repairs • Tune-Ups • Brake Repairs • State Inspection •

JOE'S

$5 off Any Alignment
TEXACO & U-HAUL or Transmission Fluid
•
.4'~ U~AUL
~.I.~
•I Service with UTPA I.D. ~

I

I

co

3

1-800-329-1882

501 N. Closner

(1)

Edinburg, Tx 78539

::i

• 383-1882 • 383-4133 • Bpr. : 318-6137 • Fax: 318-1389 •

each other and guarantee that traditions
are carried on in the proper manner.
The gathering also had representatives
of tribes ranging from the Zapotec to
the Navajo. On hand were activists,
spiritual leaders and healers such as
Zapoteca Curandera Dona Enriqueta
Contreras, founder of the Indigenous
Women's Network; Janet McCloud;
and Navajo leaders Anthony Lee and
Walter Jenson.
An added bonus for those who attended the convention was the opportunity to meet students from the
Universidad Nahuatl. The university,
located on the outskirts of D.F.
Mexico, focuses on the study of preColombian history, anthropology, art,
literature, theater and science.
Nahuatl University student Eduardo
Dias said, "I hate it when people do
the Danza and have no idea what they
are doing. They are impostors that bastardize our religion, and when we perform for people, we have to prove we
are the real thing- that really hurts."

See Casa pg. 5

STUDIO STYLES
His & Hers

No appointment
necessary

Salon
1108 - A S. Closner
Edinburg * 381 - 8705

LaJaiba
,D

Seafood Restaurant
Fish plate, Shrimp plate or
~~, Combo plate with French fries,
hush puppies &
salad.
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the price of
a good
sandwich
just got
lower.''
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$4 _50
with UTPA I.D.

Mon -Sat 11 a.m. -9 p.m.

316-347 4
orders to go

524 W.UniversityDr.
Edinburg

EtPATO
MEXICAN FOOD TO GO

STUDENT APPRECIATION MONTH
Buy any 6" Sub and regular drink at
regular price and get a s~cond 6" sub of
equal or lesser price for 69¢ any day,
any time.
Good at Edinburg store only!
Not good in combination with any other offer.

,SUBWAV-'
AVAILABLE AT:

M.YTH ADVENTURES
3000 N. 1oth St., Ste. C, McAllen 78501

687-3104

380-2625
102 S. 2nd St.• Edinburg
(Across from UTPA)

VALLEY-WIDE

$2.99 SPECIAL

................
..............
. ..
HWHITE FLOUR
HPATOS
..

··--------

Poto Plate
2patos of the same
Spanish Rice, Ranchero Beans
16 oz. coke
SPECIALIZING IN HANDMADE FLOUR TORTILLAS
MRS. G'S OWN HOMEMADE RECIPES.
ALL FOODMADE FRESH DAILY ON PREMISES

TRY 'EM , YOU'LL
LOVE 'EM
OPEN DAILY 7 .A.M. SUNDAY 8 A.M.

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL!
EDINBURG . . . . 383-0725
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Live music on tap for Monster Bash
was also started to get dorm students
interested in the Carnival.
Arts and Entertainment Editor
"We also wanted to provide
some
pre-Carnival activities for
The University Program
all students and
Board hopes to get you in
night students,
the party mood when El
giving them a
Cafetal presents 'Monlittle taste about
ster Bash '95 from 7 p.m.
~
to midnight this Tuesday ~ ~ what it is all
about," she said.
at the Ballrooi:n.
. ,, _;!!P)' [ ~~
1
One of the
,
Monica Ars1pe, chair
~
main attractions
of the El Cafetal com~.
of
Monster Bash
mittee, said the Monster
ttt:t=tttf
'95 will be a battle
Bash started last year as a
of the bands contest
prelude to one of UPB's
with five bands vying
biggest events, the Carnival
for prize money.
of the Great Pumpkin.
Confused, Side I, Frontline,
Arsipe said the bash, organi7ed with co-chair of the El and Tragic Comic will be
Cafetal committee Sylvia Ruiz among the bands that will be
and Rina Roberts, resident as- performing.
Arsipe said in addition to the
sistant of the womens' dorms
Lydia Puente

1_2------------~ '13€st

L--AC-R-OS_S_ _ _
1 Fashion
5 '"Half - is

live music, UPB will have a
costume contest and a pumpkin
carving contest as well.
"Students must bring their
pumpkins already decorated to
the bash and then we will judge
them," she said.
Students can win up to $50
dollars for the costume contest
and $25 dollars for the pumpkin carving contest.
There will be loads of food to
feed those frightening appetites,
and what more the bash is free
for all students with validated
I.D.
"Students will be allowed to
bring a guest but the admission
is $1," Arsipe said.
For more information go by
the UPB office at UC 116 or call

better...
10 Put away
14 Uppermost
point
15 Medicinal plant
16 tdot
17 Kind of liquor
18 Covers with
paint
19 Smell very
strong
20 Charge
22 Allen
24 Cooking SIOVe
27 Low land
covered with

20

Thursday:Chelsea
Street Pub and Grill,
4314 N. 10th,
McAllen
Indulge in one of their famous
burgers or try one of Chelsea's
speciality drinks. Come enjoy
the rock sounds of Metropolis
this weekend.

water
cowgirl

381-2266.

Garzas encourage patronage. hold a practice once a month
For further information and di- here on University grounds.
rections please call 210-542- The community is encouraged
to view the Danza if they wish,
0833.
Casa de Colores is closed to but it must be remembered that
the public on Sundays because the Danzantes are not folkloric
this is the day for the Danzantes dancers. This is a religion and
practices and ceremonies. This a belief, they have dedicated
Sunday they will hold their their lives to the Danza. They
practice here on campus in or- ask that no photos, recordings
der to establish a central meet- of any kind, loud noise or mediing point for the Danzantes that tation take place during the cercome from Laredo. The Garzas emony. And, of course, respect
hope that they will be able to is mandatory.

17

28 Lent a hand
31 Annie the

Casa from p. 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - Antonio Castro, a Grassdancer
from Pharr, agreed.
"This is so important," Castro
said. "The ceremonies teach us
so much. We get back to the basics and respect ourselves and
nature."
This sentiment was also a focus in some of the many formal
conversations or circle headed
by the Elders.
Now that the gathering is over,
the Casa will be back on its
usual routine. It is open to the
public at specified hours. The

I/

THE Crossword
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35 Dive through air
36 Teach
38 Mineral
39 Like vinegar
40 Clear
41 RegiOO
42 Sea eagle
43 Flower part
44 Put into office
45 Drudgery
47 Dime·s value
49-Magnon
50 Writer Segal
51 Easy
55 Crystal-lilied
stones
59 Guinness of
films
60 A letter
63 River into the
Caspian
64 Close lightly
65 Distributed
cards
66 Middling
67 To this place

68"Tohuman.•. "
69 Sword
DOWN
1 Baby talk
2 Hyalite
3Glen

Saturday: SheaMartin Cafe, 217 S.
Closer - Edinburg

ANSWERS
Outside
A going up
Durocher
Go sit - tack!
Picnic intruders
Burgers and
fries
10 Got smaller
11 Youthful suffix
12 A state: abbr.
13 Started the day
21 Pant
23 Bring up
25 Outfit
26 Inform
28 something of
4
5
6
7
8
9

value

The Edinburg 20/20 committee presents an evening
of short comedic skits. Desserts and a variety of coffees
will be available. For tickets call Lynn Beeching at
381-69 11.

)I

3

0 II 3

29 TOOk an
oath

MOJ.

30 Healthy
32 Sophia the

41 Barroom's
cousin
43 Certain

actress

33 Put up
34 Irish poet
37 Flooring
workman
40 Fruity drink

-=---:..i.=..:..&..:..

44-homo!
46 Frozen pendant
48 Times of day
51 Whip
52 Gen. Robert -

OW

53 At hand
54 Rank
56 Let fall
57 Make less
severe

58 Blackthorn
61 Seaman
62 151

Jazz from p. 4.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - dents.
"Being the lead trumpet, I had
a chance to work closer with Dr.
Canty and he is amazing," he

said. "He teaches about life in
general and he has been an excellent example of what a
teacher should be."

Sunday: The Red
Barn Restaurant, 4701
N. McCall - McAllen
This eatery only specializes in
one thing, barbecue. If you like
lip-smacking food, this is the
place. They feature a variety of
tasty platters with chicken,
faji tas, sauage and brisket.
Hours are 11 a .m . to 9 p .m .
Sunday.

Make your voice heard!!
Write to

Oriental Food Supermarket
•FROZEN FOODS
•CANNED FOODS
•DRIED FOODS
•HEALTH FOODS
•COOKWARE
•DISHWARE

•ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES
•FLORAL DECOR
•HOME DECOR
•VEGETABLES
•GERMAN DE SOY

We offer the most complete varieties of Asian
Foods. Top Quality, Fresh Tofu, Soybean milk,
canned and frozen Asian food all at
GREAT PRICES!

:ALL INSTANT NOODLES J~C~
: ALL NATURAL JUICES !r! r!~

:
:
L--------------------~
1700 N. 10th • Flamingo Plaza • McAllen, TX

more schools
than you vVere.

Hours: M-F 9 AM - 9 PM • 5-5 9 AM - 7 PM

~ - --tft;J,l~l llJ~
· October is ·
BREAST CANCER
A~areness month
The University of Texas Pan-Am
Student Health Services with McAllen
Regional Imaging Center will offer
mammograms by mobile unit in front
of Emilia Hall on October 25.
9 a.m. - 11 :40 a.m. • 1 p.m. - 3:40 p.m.
The $50 fee is payable at time of service. This
includes radiologist interpretation. No Physician
referral is necessary. Appointments suggested.
Please contact Student Health Services at 381-2511
for more information. If special accommodations
are necessary, please call Student Health Services
three days prior to the event so that appropriate arrangements can be made.

It's everywhere
you want to be.

381-2511
Your Student Fees at Work!

C> Visa U .S.A . Inc. 1995
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About 2,000 people turned
out at midnight Saturday to get
a first hand look at the basketbal I teams during Midnight
Madness, the official opening
of basketball season.
Entertaining the crowd for
Midnight Madness, the Lazy
Duck performed a mini skit
to the music from Figaro
with the help of Sgt. Bryan
Miller of the University Police. The duo pepped up the
group and delighted the kids
in the crowd.
Another feature, the handmaneuvering and butt-wiggling
macarena dance contest, went
into three round with about 25
contestants.
Participants included members
of the Delta Zeta, Phi Kappa
Theta, Phi Sigma Theta, Tony
Forina and kids from the crowd.

The Pan American/
Liza Longoria

rounds
finalists
Later, the the
crowd voted a tie for two children- Lamar De La Garza and
Gabby Ruiz. They received $50
and a Subway platter that will feed
six people.
The Lady Bronc first practiced
then scrimmaged for 15 minutes
in a green v . white game. Honorary ,c oaches Dr. Mary Rabke and
Dr. Rom Haghighi coached the
teams. Haghighi' white team

bagged a 16-7 victory.
of the
At halftime
L a d y
Bronc
scrimmage, in
the first
dash for
cash, Phi
member
Sigma Kappa
Darnell De-Roulac picked up $36
of I 00 $ ! bills scattered on the
court.
Afterwards, in the half court
shot contest, luck ran out for participants Raul Moreno, Amy
Castellano, Robert Martinez,
Armando Flores, Kevin Pena, and
Elvina Gonzalez, none of whom
got to collect the prize-a $800 tuition and fee scholarship given by
the athletic department.
Then the highlight of the night,
the men's basketball team took
center court for practice and
scrimmage. Their slam dunk
show electrified the quiet, almost
sleepy crowd. In the scrimmage,
the green team beat the white team
38-22.
After the game, in a blind-fold
dash-for-cash contest, sponsored
by Nations Bank, former Blazer
Denise Farias picked up $25.
Winners of the Spirit Contest for
the event included Phi Kappa
Theta, Overall spirit and sign and
poster winner, and the Delta Zeta who won the best UTPA chant
contest.
Several campus groups sponsored the event in conjunction
with Subway, Q94.5 and Que
Pasa 99.5.

The Pan American/Eduardo Garza

Lamar de la Garza tied for first in the Macarena dance contest during Midnight
Madness. De la Garza won $50 for her captavating performance.

The UTPA Blazaers heat up the fieldhouse during half-time show at Midnight Madness. Midnght Madness is the event held to kick off the basketball season of the new
year. The event was held Saturday.
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The women's basketball team played friendly competition against each other during
Midnight Madness, Saturday. The women's team played after a three-on-three
competition.
Michelle Hinton low fives the new Bronc mascot because she was to high for him.
The exchange of good luck was passed during Midnight Madness.

Getting into the spirit of things. Gary Gallup, athletic director, dances a jig with the
Whitewing's mascot during Midnight Madness.

Text By:
Carlos Ybanez
Layout By:

Omar Gonzalez

GET MONEY FROM
YOUR UNCLE INSTEAD.
Your Uncle Sam. Every year ROTC awards
scholarships to hwtdreds oftalented students.
If you qualify, these ment-based scho1arsl:ups
can help you pay tuition and fees. They even
pay a fiat rate for textbooks and supplies. You
can also receive an allowance up to $1500
each school year the scholarship is in effect.
For more information, contact Captain
Gonzales, (210) 381-2573/ 3600, Military Science Department, Southwick Hall, Room 215.

The Pan American/Liza Longoria

SURPRISE!!! Volleyball coach Oscar Segovia really gets into his birthday cake. His
associates gathered togethe r to celebrate his birthday at Midnitght Madness.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE

COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
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Hot coffee - Cold suits
n a cold and drizzly

O

February morning,
I fo und myself
hurting for energy
and motivation while
•••
on my way to school. Fortunately. I ~aw the Whataburger
1;ign beaming th rough the
muck and stopped in for a
large cup of coffee.
Like always, I was running
behind schedule and hurrying
the clerk:-. because the service
is always so terribly low. I
did not take much time to pay,
grab the coffee, and race back
to the highway until. .. splishsplash ! J made it to the li ght
along with my coffee which
was streami ng and scalding its
way down my legs, across the
seat, and into my boots.
Somewhere in between hock
and intense pain, my first
thought was to jump up and
scream; but since I was
driving in the middle of
morning traffic my reflexes
remained cool.
After a few moments of
swimming in coffee, I was
able to ·top. I had recovered
from my coffee bums, but my
clothes and truck were a mess.
I am more careful about
drinking and driving - with

r
coffee, I just say no!
I had forgotten about the
J)"iniin(J ~in(Jt?.J'J
lesson that I had learned until I
Mark Milam
read about Annie McNeil and
being asked to fork over $1 .48
her coffee episode. You
see, I share something in
million to Mc eil.
Excuse me, but how much
common with Annie
McNeil: we both have
did that coffee cost? How can
someone reasonably blame
been victims of hot
someone else for their own
coffee served by
Whataburger.
bad luck and stupidity?
I admit that I was being a
As with me, Annie
McNe il suffered the
careless slob la t February
by letting that coffee
stinging wrath of spilling
have the be t of me,
- her beverage all over
.......-....._
her. Unfortunately
but really ... who
....._....,. knew that I could
for Whataburger, (
sue? If I had only
that is where our
h d good
similarities
egal
end.
counsel
sitting
here,
with me
in the
truck that
completely
recovered from m~y~----------day, I could
be rolling on easy street in tead
wounds, Annie McNeil contends that the coffee burned her of suffering here with all of
so severely she now requires
you. I could have my coffee
plastic surgery. Her claim is
safely served to me daily by a
staff of trained coffee profesthat she has suffered second
and third-degree bums on her
sionals!
legs and pubic region, causing
I know what you are thinking,
scarring and sexual discomfort. "Get real man!" But really,
Whataburger Inc. and Renbar look at what has happened in
Food Service Inc. are now
the past. Last year, a jury

awarded $2.9 million to a
woman who was injured by hot
coffee from McDonald's. With
such large a~ounts of money
being paid to bum victims, it
almost makes you want to go to
any restaurant with a hot pot of
coffee, dump it over your head,
and cry out for extraordinary
damages and compensation.
am not recommending
that you do this,
realizing that most of
·
you are not completely
/
tupid!
_.•
I support the rights of
people to seek legal action and
file lawsuits when they have
been wronged or injured by the
fault of others, but how far am I
willing to go?
Obviously, not as far as some
people in this country. There is a
saying plastered on bumper
stickers aero s the Valley and
billboards reading,
"Faimess ... Yes! Greed ... No!"
This is not a case of fairness,
and not simply a case of greed,
but instead it is a case of stupidity!
If you can not handle your
coffee then it is time to quit
drinking it. One should discover
as I have, that spilt beer is better
its quite cold and never scars!

Boy, is our
face red!
The taff of The Pan American would like to
apologize to Albert Ochoa and the maintenance
staff about the mix-up with the story concerning the dorms in last week's is ue.
The story incorrectly implied the dorms
contained fire hazard . Because of misinformation concerning the time line the story
covered, ome readers were led to believe
that the dorms are unsafe.
The Pan American would like to allay
tho e fears.
According to SGA Pre ident Joseph
Leonard, those violations have indeed
b..!en fixed. Further inve tigation by the
The Pan American has al o revealed
the same conclusion.
We commend Albert Ochoa and the
maintenance staff in their quick
response to the Housing
Committee's recommendations in
correcting potential problems.
We also apologize for any
inconvenience and confusion the
story has caused the parties
involved.

Midnight: The scary hour
at computer labs
With the coming and going of
mid-terms, some of us find
ourselves working into the wee
hours of the night over at the
computer labs. For precautious
reasons only, a concoction of
perceivingly disturbing events
ha been developed for all those
burning the midnight oil at
Technology Re ources.

+l,cll'ts

7:t,p
10
Holly Meisel

"Ten Reasons Why You Should Become Afraid of the Guy
Sitting Next to You at the Computer Labs Past Midnight"

10. Before spraying his mouth
with "Sweet Breath," he discreetly places a wig on the
computer and calls it "Julia."
9. "Wow, that 's amazing how
your eyes match the computer
screen.

8. After another freeze-up on
the system, he playfully laps
the computer aying, "Bad
'puter. bad!"

your face all the time, you could
be a professional model!"
His mid-term paper
printed up reads: "PhysicsWhy don ' t they spell it with an
'F'?"
5.

4. "I know I look like a
turtle, but I make love like a
stallion!"

He pulls out "The Pan
3.
American" and begins to read it.

7. ··Which do you think was

funnier - 'Texas Chainsaw
Massacre I or Part 2?"

6. ··You know. if you didn 't
ha\'e that hard squinty look on
r

~

qh~

_A

"Doe this cab look
infected to you?"
2.

1. "Didn t we almost flunk
out of Ba ic Math together?"

II

~~~,,e!!':.~~~ean
1201 W. University, UC 322
Edinburg, TX 78539
Voice: (210) 381-2541 Fax: (210) 316-7122 E-mail: org768ea.panam.edu
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DISCOUNT CARD BLUES
It was my responsibility last year, as
your SGA president, to choose the
company from whom we would order
the discount cards. I was given the
option of ordering through several
different publi hers. I finally decided
upon University Publi hers, out of
Birmingham, Ala. They seemed to
offer the be t deal; so back sometime
last November, I ordered from them.
Some time in April as our discount
cards were about to expire. I contacted
a Mr. Clark at Uruversity Publi hers.
He as ured me that the discount cards

were immediately forth-coming. He
assured me that the cards were printed
and only needed be cut and shipped.
Well five months and 40 of 50
phone calls by myself and Sandra
Rosales, (one of our SGA advisers and
employee of the Office of Student
Development), later we have received
the cards. I was left on hold for
intenninable lengths of time, hung up
on, and after a while, simply ignored as
Mr. Clark handed me off to a Ms.
Jones, and they both refused to
acknowledge and or return my calls.
They (the cards) look great and they

a few problems. When they first came
out, Dominoes had not heard of the
discount offered. Recently Sandra
Rosales received a phone call from the
main office of K.F.C. They were
wondering why their name was on our
discount card as they had not authorized
this. We have yet to receive the check for
the scholarship which they offered a\ an
incentive to use their company.
I would like to apologize for the delays
and any problems you may have with
your discount card. I urge you, if you
have any contact with persons on other

campu5es, to advise them against the
use of University Publishing. These
cards are a form of advertisement, and
University Publishing gets paid well
for printing and sending them out.
If you have any more problems,
please contact me at Student Government offices, UC 315, ext. 2517, or the
800 number to University Publishing is
1-800-441-5105, where you may
attempt to talk to Harrison Clark or Ms.
Jones.
Lee E. Keyes
Senator at Large
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are more durable but there have still been
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Every Thursday Enjoy

3 DRINK SPECIALS

B 'PM TO II 'PM
1
··,
'\-

ANY DR/NI( IN THE l(LUB I I

=

All Exotic Drinks 75 ¢
Long Island's - Sex On The Beach - etc ..

All Imported Beers 75¢
Shiner Bock - Heineken - Zlma's - etc ..

All Schnapps 75 ¢
Jagermeifter - Goldschlager- etc ..

All Premium Drinks 7 5 ¢
Chlvas - Crown - Jack Daniels - etc ..

(Anything You Want/)

'?,\}~

100BAR DRIN~ AND DRAFT~ TO 11

SATURDAY1 S

·' ·CR FICl°o~ • r:; T ALTERNATIVE NIGHT
The Best Of AMERICAN

& INTERN/4TIONAL Music

Best O f MTV's 1 20 Minutes
Nine Inch Nalla-Green Day- Morrlaaoy-Curo
The Smlth ■ -Thrlll KIii Kult-Front 2-42
Nllzer Ebb-Revolting Cock■ -KMFDM-Bjork
Mlnlatry-Sm ■ ahlng Pumpk ln ■-Sk lnny Puppy
Erasure - Depeche Mode - New Order

QUARTER DRINKS, QUARTER BEER - 8 TO 9:45

NC>

COVER

TILL

9:45

$:ll. lCEHOUSE ALL nmu, (Lo~~N°:cks)
.Al-wcc.y" Two 1?cc.riie"
. 1ST FLOOR-RETRO NIGHT 2ND ROOR-live lock
!Ql!~L"1 Presents
~ 1 ue ~,.ffi&t TEQUILA
~: Re['zve Th eMUSlC. o~rrr1A
MOCKINGBIRD ~
70's And Early 80's
, ♦
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Oct.19 - Intramural Flag Football Championship at
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Vasquez
Melissa
Sporrs Editor

- - The perennial flag football contenders went head-to-head Tuesday with Air Express dominating
the Dominators (fonnerly called
the Mustangs) 39-19.
As intramural flag football
heads into the final game of the
semester for the men's di vision,
on ly one team will earn the title
"Campus Champion " and a
chance to advance to the USF&G
National Invitational Flag Football
Champ1omhip in New Orlean on
cw Year~.
The winners will represent the
school and possibly become nati onal champions in the sport.
J--or one team, Air Express, the
smell of victory in becoming the
campus champs is just several
games away, and it i something
the players have experienced before. Since the team began four
years ago, they have already rep-

'
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When none of us can
walk anymore that
will probably be the
end of us (Air
Express)."
Carlos Lopez

Air Express captain
resented UTPA in New Orlean
two year . This year they plan to
make a third trip.
· Accord ing to the team captain,
Carlos Lopez, Air Express as a
team is quick a11d knowledgable in
flag football ; and because they
have been together so long, they
know the ingredients to make
champion .
"We play together in tournaments outside the chool and we
are accustomed to what we play
and we are also accu tamed to
each other," Lopez aid. "So we
basically know each other's moves
and we kind of think alike."
The la t time Air Express was in

S

,
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Lady Broncs 2-2 in Sun Belt Conference play
Car!os Ybanez
Assistant Sports Editor

After having two Sun Belt Conference win , the Lady Broncs feel
like they are on cloud nine. The
Lady Broncs are hoping to take
their high to a three-game road
trip. UTPA is 14-9 and 2-2 in Sun
Belt Conference play.
UTPA will take on Middle
Tcnnesse State today at
Murfreesboro, Tenn., in a nonSBC match which head volleyball
coach Oscar Segovia believe will
be a good test for the Lady Broncs.
"Middle Tenne se is a very consistent volleyball team," Segovia
said. "This road trip will be a good
lest for us. We are going to have
to be on our toes."
The volleyball team wi ll play
three rnatche in five days, al-

3-1 and South Alabama 3-2 this
weekend. Against Jacksonville,
junior Julie Williams and freshman outside hitter Rebecca
Boykin, who had nine kills, led the
team. Williams had a game high
five blocks. Junior Christine
Laura added even kills, nine digs
and three ace , while Cindy Lopez
served three aces.
The Lady Broncs· then beat
South Alabama, 17-19, 9-15, 156, 15-1, 11 -15.

The win evened the Lady
Broncs record to 2-2 in Sun Belt
Conference play.
"It's a foundation for us mentally more than anything el e,"
Segovia said. "It' a memorable
boo ter. Hopefully, this match
will prove to our opponents and
our elves that UTPA de erves repect."

Cross country teams head to SWT
Broncs run in final meet before SBC Championships next week
Melissa Vasquez
Sports Editor

With one week to go before the Sun Belt Conference Champion hip , the men's and women' cros
country team have one meet left to participate in.
This weekend they head to the Southwest Texa State
Meet in San Marcos. Competitors in San Marco will
be the Univer ity ofTexa -San Antonio, Lamar University and Sam Hou ton State Univer ity, a well
as small colleges uch a Shriner and Trinity.
E\'en though Head Cro Country Coach Reid
Haner believes his team is in great phy ical and mental shape he feel this meet will be won by the ho t .
Southwest.
··r believe Southwe t will win it ince it is their
meet and the will be there in full trength,'' he said.
"They'll be looking to defend their home turf and I
expect them to win in both the men and the women.''
Whatever the outcome of thi race i , Ha11er said
his team is at their peak and they are all ready for the
big conference championship meet up in Bowling
Green. Kentucky. on Oct. 28.
··Ever) body is in good shape and nobody i out of
shape. everybody i. healthy and o I am very plea ed
where we are right now:· he aid. "We will go into
the conference meet. I believe. with a hot to ha\'e
one of our best finishe e\'er and it depend on how
well we adjust to the competit\·e _ituation on that
day...
UALR. Jacksonville and South Alabama-.: ill be
strong contenders for the conference title. along with
the Broncs. in both the men·s and wornen·s categon e!->.
Strong nmners for the Broncs o far thi season
h.n e been Peter Carreon. Sergio Lopez. Peter
Trevino. Michad Hernandez and Camilo Garcia for
the men. Jessica Garcia. Gracie Salinas. Mart)
Gonzakz. Marina Flores and Elizabeth Ot1ega are
the strongest individual runners for the Lad, Bronc .
Harter said the Broncs are ready to take their running to another le\'el without any problems in the
\\ a) of their possible championship.
"The onh· obstacle is a mental obstacle because

•

Veteran teams lead flag football
tournament for campus champions

Express a legend in intramural flag
football. Lopez said that the team
will continue playing together for
as long a time permits.
"When none of us can walk anymore that will probably be the end
of us (Air Express)," Lopez said.
Another team that knows the
taste of victory and experiencing
the flag football championships is
the Dominators, formally called
the Mustangs.
As the Mustangs, the Dominators went to six championships in
a row, but when Air Express arrived on the scene they stole the
show for a couple of year .
"When Air Express came along,
it just started going back and
forth," Rolando Rodriguez, Dominator team captain said. "One year
they went, and we beat them the
year. La t year they went
following
The Pan American/ Liza Longoria
Air Express defender Raul Barrera tries to stop Domina- again, and now this year maybe
tor Rick Marin from scoring a touchdown on Tueday.
they will win it or maybe we will."
The losse through the years,
ew Orleans they ranked fifth in year the team hopes to continue the
Air
make
and
tradition
winning
was part of the reason for changthe nation out of 122 team . This

Volleyball team ready for road after two wins
though they will play Middle
Tennesse, their mind is on conference rival Western Kentucky
who they play Oct. 20 at Western
Kentucky.
"We are really looking forward
to Western Kentucky," Segovia
said. "They are a focu ed team."
Leading the Lady Broncs on the
road are Julie Williams, who is #1
in hittin g percentage; Becky
Boykin, who has been very explosive; and Marie Velasquez, who
has been very consistent at the etter position. UTPA is ranked 14th
among NCAA Division 1 . chools
in ace, averaging 2.44 per game.
The Lady Bronc lead the Sun
Belt Conference in that category.
The Lady Bronc then take on
league leader Arkansa State Oct.
22. Previously, UTPA rai ed their
record to 14-9 beating Jacksonville

•I Ck .

ing the name of Mustangs to
Dominators, Rodriguez said.
"We lost last year and we were
used to going every year; then we
lost and we won, so we figured
maybe we needed a new name and
maybe start everything (the winning) again," he said.
Rodriguez said that maybe by
next year the Mustangs will return
to the playing field and in full
force.
"Hopefully next year for sure we
will be the Mustangs again; and
next year I guarantee we will win
it," Rodriguez said.
Even though the Dominators
were defeated by Air Express they
still have another chance to meet
up later in the finals. For the past
five years both teams have p layed
each other in the finals . Every time
they collide it is a game of intenity and seriousness. One thing is
for sure; each team is out for blood
and the opportunity to be No.I on
campus and perhaps in the nation.

SOCCER

Broncs top Trojans; lose to ORU
Mark Milam
Staff

The UTPA Broncs faced not only tough opponents this weekend at home, but also battled the
losing streak that has followed them throughout
the season. Facing off against the soccer team were
squad from the University of Arkansas-Little Rock
and Oral Roberts University. Sunday's match
earned UTPA a 1-0 win over UALR, snapping the
current downward skid, while Monday's meeting
against Oral Roberts aw the Bronc falling to a 40 defeat.
Sunday's game was an intense and furious battle
between the UTPA squad and the team from
UALR. In a game that went down to the wire, the
hero was Hector Lopez with his game-winning penalty kick. Lopez faked to the left, which allowed
him a power shot to the middle and the 1-0 victory.
The hard-fought victory gave the Broncs and their
fans the opportunity to celebrate their efforts.
Unfortunately, Monday's match against Oral
Roberts University came along and swiped all the
joy. The ORU squad also managed to shut-down
the Broncs' offense and penetrate the defense for a
4-0 win.
This was the second match between these two
squad . With the Broncs taking a narrow victory
in their first meeting, it was apparent that ORU
was aggressively pursuing a win. Their style of play
controlled the midfield, and for much of the game
they not only controlled the ball, but they were able
to deny the Bronc any offensive opportunities with
their defensive stance.
"Did you see the game yesterday? ... That was a
beauty, and this one was a nightmare! They did
everything right yesterday... they were inspired!,"
said Coach Paredes as he took a moment after
Monday's loss to reflect on the two games. "Now,
for this game we had an extra advantage that we
knew Oral Roberts because we played them and
beat them ... but it didn't work!"

ORU made easy goals when the Broncs' mistakes and errors gave them the opportunity.
"The two first goals were absolutely silly, "
Coach Paredes stated. "'The third goal was a goal
that they made on us, and it was a silly play too!"
Coach Paredes is not blaming the loss on simply the luck of ORU. "We are not playing well in
the midfield, we lose the ball ... and once we lose
the ball in the middle somebody runs with the ball
from the other team and gets there."
Monday's game saw the ORU squad constantly
charging at the Broncs goal, firing shots that wou ld
have been goals if not for the brilliant saves of the
goalie Paredes stated.
As they face the remainder of their season, and
the conference tournament, the UTPA Broncs plan
on working on their midfield play, conditioning
and expectations. In the middle of thi quick season, and wedged between losing stretches, it is
easy to forget that this is a team that has more
than double the wins of last season's squad.
It is a team that was formed in the last weeks of
summer, without huge reserves of talent and with
a mission of rebuilding the program to the excellence of fonner years.
While luck has not been favoring the Broncs on
the road, and the home field advantage has been
mostly absent, this is still a team that believes it is
a contender.
"There is no time to feel bad or sorry about
anything ... There is just the time to prepare ... for
the immediate challenge, which is the conference
tournament, and next year's preparation," Coach
Paredes said. "I don't feel good or bad, I just feel
that we have to concentrate on what is ahead ...
there is no time to feel sorry. The important thing
is that bouncing back this time has to come
sooner."
As the Broncs face off against Western Kentucky
on Saturday and South Alabama on Sunday, they
are sure to be thinking that no time is better than
the present for turning the season around.

Golfers host Pan American Classic
Howard to lead Broncs in 10-team tourney
Melissa Vasquez
Sports Editor

The Pan American/ Eddie Garza

Runner Jessica Garcia breaks six year
record at Adrain Martinez Meet.
people feel like they have a chance 10 do well. I feel
that a athlete . . they have a chance to do well at conference and I think it depends on how they react on
that particular day:· he said . "We are ri ght in there
and it just depends on who has the be t day:·

Senior golfer Culley Howard i
expected to lead the men's Bronc
golf team this week in the Uni verity of Texas-Pan American Golf
Cla ic at Club Cimarron in Mi sion. Howard has placed in the top
five or 10 in many tournaments
thi ea on.
"Howard ha been instrumental
to the team advancements in
many tournament ," John Garcia,
head men 's golf coach, said.
"Culley Howard i the only player
to hoot an even par or better.
"Other guys have gotten clo e
but none have cro sect that bridge
yet. We need at lea t one other
team member to tep up and shoot
an even par during tournament
play."
Howard ha been in contention
for the first place in two of the

three tournaments this year and has
had one fourth-place finish in the
Grand Canyon University Invitational in Phoenix, Ariz.
Garcia is also expecting junior
Inigo del Val and Chris Trevino to
place at the top in the UTPA Classic.
Del Val, who has been improving steadily, is a consistent golfer
while Trevino is the longe t h itter
on the squad and has made 26 birdie this year.
All 10 Bronc golfers will participate in this tournament. Garcia
aid that the newcomers to the
team are learning a lot from the
older players.
"We are excited about giving the
freshmen a chance to play this year
because we have a good crop of
freshmen ," Garcia said. "Under
good competition they have
learned a lot from the veterans and
they 'll get to contribute to as a

team in this upcoming tournament."
The team will host the two-day
tournament that starts at 7 a.m.
Monday. Ten teams from Texas
and a several from outside the
state will participate.
The teams will play 36 holes
the first round Monday and 18
holes in the second round Tuesday.
In addition to the Broncs who
are entering two teams, other participants are Texas Christian University, currently ranked No. 7 in
the nation; University of TexasArlington, defending Bronc Classic champions; Southern Illinois·
Incarnate Word of San Antonio'.
Texas Lutheran; W itchita State'.
'
and Abilene Christian.
"A lot of people are going to be
surprised with our team this year
if they have not seen our improvement already," Garcia said.

